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x� Introduction and the statement of the main result

Floer�s work in symplectic geometry ���	 and instanton homology �
� are two striking
new examples of the use of the classical techniques of Morse theory in in�nite dimensional
settings� The �rst of these is based on a version of Morse theory on the free� loop space
LM of a symplectic manifold M � The instanton homology of a homology 
�sphere � is
de�ned using a similar version of Morse theory on the space of connections on the trivial
principal bundle �� SU���
This paper arose from an attempt to identify and understand the underlying algebraic

topological aspects of Floer theory� In studying the homotopy theoretic aspects of this type
of in�nite dimensional Morse theory	 one is naturally led to re�examine �nite dimensional
Morse theory� The purpose of this paper is to describe a method of processing the data
provided by �nite dimensional Morse theory in a way that generalises naturally to these
in�nite dimensional settings� In a sequel we will describe how this method allows us to
associate to the data provided by Floer theory suitable spaces whose homotopy types yield
invariants which include and generalise the various forms of Floer homology�
The method also gives a particularly clean way of viewing �nite dimensional Morse

theory� The idea is to associate to a Morse function f � M � R on a closed Riemannian
manifold M a category Cf whose objects are the critical points of f � The morphisms
between two critical points a and b are	 in a natural sense	 �piecewise �ow lines� of the
gradient �ow of f which connect a to b� Given a piecewise �ow line connecting critical
points a and b and one connecting critical points b and c there is an obvious way of joining
them to get a piecewise �ow line connecting a to c� This de�nes the composition law in
the category Cf �
The goal of this paper is to show how to explicitly recover the topology of M from the

category Cf � More precisely	 given a topological category C one can construct its classifying
space BC	 see ���� We will describe the classifying space BCf in detail in x
 but for now
recall that it is a simplicial space whose k�simplices are parameterized by the space of
k�tuples of composable morphisms in Cf �
The main theorem of this paper is the following�

Theorem� Let f �M � R be a Morse function de�ned on a closed Riemannian manifold
M � Then associated to f is a topological category Cf whose objects are the critical points
of f and whose space of morphisms between critical points a and b is the space �Ma� b� of
piecewise �ow lines� of the gradient �ow of f � joining a to b�

��� If f is a generic Morse function �one whose gradient �ow satis�es the Morse�Smale
transversality condition� there is a homeomorphism

BCf ��M�

��� For any Morse function there is a homotopy equivalence

BCf �M�
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Observe that the classifying space of a category is given by an explicit construction and
so the theorem gives a precise	 combinatorial method of constructing M as a simplicial
space from the critical points and �ow lines of a Morse function� A striking feature of the
construction is that in the generic case it gives M up to homeomorphism not just up to
homotopy type�

We now recall some basic notation and terminology� Let M be a closed Riemannian
manifold and let f � M � R be a Morse function that is all the critical points of f are
isolated and non�degenerate�� Let gradf� be the gradient vector �eld of f � The �ow�lines
of f are the curves �t� in M which satisfy the di�erential equation

����
d�

dt
� � gradf��

If � is a �ow�line then �t� converges to critical points of f as t��� and we de�ne

s�� � lim
t���

�t�� e�� � lim
t��

�t��

For any point x �M 	 let �x be the unique �ow line satisfying the initial condition �x�� �
x� For a critical point a we denote the stable manifold and unstable manifolds of a by
W sa� and Wua�	 that is

W sa� � fx �M � e�� � ag
Wua� � fx �M � s�� � ag�

It is a standard fact from Morse theory that the unstable manifold is di�eomorphic to an
open disk of dimension �a and the stable manifold is di�eomorphic to an open disk of
dimension n� �a where n � dimM and �a is the index of a� We use the notation

W a� b� �Wua� �W sb�

for the space of points which lie on �ow�lines from a to b�
The gradient �ow of f satis�es the Morse�Smale condition if for any two critical

points a and b the manifoldsWua� andW sb� intersect transversely and a Morse function
whose gradient �ow satis�es the Morse�Smale condition will be called a Morse�Smale

function� Given that f is Morse�Smale it follows that W a� b� is a submanifold of M of
dimension �a � �b�
The space W a� b� has a free action of R given by the �ow of gradf�� Indeed if we

pick any point r between fa� and fb� and set W ra� b� to be the submanifoldW a� b� �
f��r� 	M then there is a natural di�eomorphism

W ra� b� �R��W a� b�� x� t� 
� �xt��

Therefore we may form the quotient space

Ma� b� �W a� b��R
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andMa� b� is di�eomorphic to W ra� b�� We refer to this space Ma� b� is the moduli
space of �ow�lines from a to b� If f is Morse�Smale thenMa� b� is a smooth manifold
of dimension �a � �b � ��
We now construct the category Cf referred to in the above theorem� Since f is strictly

decreasing along �ow lines it de�nes a di�eomorphism of the �ow line �t� with the open
interval fb�� fa�� where s�� � a and e�� � b� This reparameterisez the �ow�line as a
smooth function

� � fb�� fa�� �M

such that
f�t�� � t�

We can extend � to a smooth function de�ned on �fb�� fa�� by setting �fb�� � b and
�fa�� � a� This extended function satis�es the di�erential equation

����
d�

dt
� � gradf�

k gradf�k�

with boundary conditions

��
� �fb�� � b� �fa�� � a�

We de�ne �Ma� b� to be the space of all continuous curves in M which are smooth on
the complement of the critical points of f and satisfy ���� and ��
�� Here	 of course	
we understand that � satis�es ���� on the complement of the set of critical points of f �
This space �Ma� b� is topologized as a subspace of the space Map�fb�� fa���M �	 of all
continuous maps with the compact open topology� Note that if � is any solution of ����
and ��
� then if we remove the points where �t� is a critical point of f each component
of � is geometrically a �ow�line but it is parameterized so that f�t�� � t� Thus we use
the natural terminology and refer to a curve in �Ma� b� as a piecewise �ow�line from a
to b�
It is straightforward to check that �Ma� b� is a compact space and it clearly contains

Ma� b�� We show in x� and x� that if f is Morse�Smale thenMa� b� is open and dense
in �Ma� b� and so �Ma� b� is a compacti�cation of the moduli space of �ow linesMa� b��
There is an obvious associative composition law

�Ma� b� � �Mb� c�� �Ma� c�

which is denoted by �� � ��� We now de�ne the category Cf as follows�
The objects of Cf � The objects of Cf are the critical points of f �
The morphisms of Cf � If a and b are distinct critical points of f then the morphisms
from a to b are de�ned to be

Cf a� b� � �Ma� b��

The only morphism from a to itself is the identity�
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The composition law� The composition law is de�ned by

�Ma� b� � �Mb� c� �� �Ma� c� ��� ��� 
� �� � ���
In fact Cf is a topological category in the sense that each of the sets Cf a� b� comes

equipped with a natural topology and the composition law

�Ma� b� � �Mb� c� �� �Ma� c�

is continuous� The topological category Cf has a classifying space BCf 	 described in detail
in x
�
Our main results are�

�� There is a homotopy equivalence M � BCf �
�� If f is Morse�Smale then there is a homeomorphismM �� BCf �
The proof of �� is reasonably direct and is given in x�� The majority of this paper is

taken up in proving ��� The strategy for this proof is to �rst build a model for M out of
the compacti�ed spaces of �ow�lines �Ma� b� and then to use a �cut and paste� argument
to show that this model is in fact homeomorphic to BCf � The essential ingredients in the
argument are an analysis of the ends of the moduli space of �ow�linesMa� b� and a gluing
construction for �ow�lines�
This construction only uses the compacti�ed moduli spaces �Ma� b� rather than the

stable and unstable manifolds� Thus it applies in Floer theory in in�nite dimensions
where the the stable and unstable manifolds are typically in�nite dimensional and so the
usual method of constructing a CW�complex using the unstable or stable� manifolds does
not apply� Note that in Floer theory the moduli spaces of �ow lines are in fact �nite
dimensional�
Observe that the category Cf has a natural �ltration de�ned by the index of the critical

points� This induces a �ltration of the classifying space and thus a spectral sequence which	
in view of our main theorem	 converges to the homology of M � We show that the E� term
of this spectral sequence is the classical Morse chain complex of f � Thus the E� term
is the homology of M and the spectral sequence collapses� This fact is special to �nite
dimensions� In the in�nite dimensional setting of Floer theory the index �ltration yields
Floer�type homology groups	 which are essentially the E� term of the associated spectral
sequence�
In ���	 Smale de�nes a partial order � on the set of critical points of a Morse�Smale

function as follows� a � b if and only if there is a �ow line from a to b� Our category Cf
is related to this partial order in the following way� Let Pf be the partially ordered set
consisting of the critical points of f with the partial ordering �� We can regard Pf as a
category with objects the critical points of f and a unique morphism from a to b if a � b
or a � b� There is an obvious functor Cf � Pf � Thus Cf is a re�nement of Pf which
makes sense even if f does not satisfy the Morse�Smale condition�
In ���	 Robbin and Salamon consider the simplicial complex de�ned by the partially

ordered set Pf � In our terms this simplicial complex is the classifying space BPf of the
category Pf � They construct a map	 which they refer to as a Lyapunov map	

M � BPf �
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Presumably their map is related to our main theorem in the following way� The functor
Cf � Pf induces a map of classifying spaces and we can compose this map with the above
homeomorphism

M � BCf � BPf �
It seems natural to expect that this map is the map constructed by Robbin and Salamon�
The organization of this paper is as follows� In x� we examine the ends of the moduli

space of �ows	 state the main gluing theorem	 and use it to describe a particular com�
binatorial model Rf of the manifold� In x
 we discuss the classifying space of Cf and
prove the main theorem by showing that BCf is homeomorphic to Rf and therefore to M �
In x� we study the precise relationship between the simplicial space BCf and the usual
CW�complex	 Cf� �M 	 de�ned by the Morse function f � In x� we describe the details of
the gluing constructions� The particular approach we take toward this gluing was worked
out by Marty Betz and will appear in his thesis ���� Finally in x� we prove that BCf is
homotopy equivalent to M for a general Morse function�
We would like to thank Marty Betz	 Tom Mrowka	 Paul Norbury	 Dietmar Salamon	

Mark Sanders	 and Joel Robbin for many helpful conversations about this work�
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x� The ends of the moduli space of flow lines

Throughout this section we assume thatM is a closed Riemannianmanifold and that f �
M � R is a Morse�Smale function� In this section we describe the ends of the moduli space
of �ow�lines Ma� b� and relate its compacti�cation to the space of piecewise �ow�lines
described in the last section� We then use this analysis of the ends ofMa� b� to construct
a combinatorial model Rf for the manifoldM � We show that Rf is homeomorphic to the
classifying space BCf in the next section�
Using Smale�s partial ordering described in x�	 we say that a sequence a � a�� � � � � al���

of critical points is ordered if ai � ai�� for all i� Given such a sequence we de�ne

sa� � a��

ea� � al���

la� � l�

Ma� �Ma�� a��� � � � �Mal� al����

We now describe the ends of the spaces of �ow�linesMa� b� in terms of a gluing construc�
tion�

Theorem ���� There exists an � � � and maps

	 � �� ���Ma� a���Ma�� b� ��Ma� b��

which we write as
t� ��� ��� �� �� �t ���

such that	

�� The map 	 satis�es the following associativity law

�� �s ��� �t �� � �� �s �� �t ���

for all s� t  ��
�� Let a be an ordered sequence with sa� � a� ea� � b� and la� � l� Then the map

	 � �� ��l �Ma� ��Ma� b�

de�ned by

s�� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� 
� �� �s� �� �s� � � � �sl �l
is a di
eomorphism onto its image�


� De�ne Ka� b� 	Ma� b� to be

Ka� b� �Ma� b� �
�

	
�
�� ��l �Ma�

�
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where the union is taken over all ordered sequences a with sa� � a� ea� � b� and
la� � �� Then Ka� b� is compact�

�� There are homeomorphisms

�Ma� b� ��Ma� b� ��
�
��� ��l �Ma�

�Ma� b� �� Ka� b��

We discuss this result in x��
Theorem ���� shows that the ends of the moduli space Ma� b� consist of unions of

half�open cubes parameterized by composable sequences of �ow lines� The compact space
Ka� b� is formed by removing the associated open cubes� The compacti�cation �Ma� b�
is formed by formally closing the cubes or	 equivalently	 by formally adjoining the piece�
wise �ows as described in the previous section� It follows that Ka� b� and �Ma� b� are
homeomorphic�
It also follows from Theorem ���� that

lim
t��

�� �t �� � �� � ��

where � is the composition of piecewise �ow�lines described in x�� In view of this fact we
will often use the notation �� for ��
The homeomorphism between Ka� b� and �Ma� b� allows us to de�ne the category Cf

in two equivalent isomorphic� ways� The �rst way	 described in the previous section	 is
to de�ne the space of morphisms between critical points a and b to be �Ma� b�	 and the
composition law is given by

�Ma� b� � �Mb� c�� �Ma� c�� ��� ���� �� �� ���

The second is to de�ne the space of morphisms between critical points a and b to be Ka� b�	
and this time the composition law is given by

Ka� b� �Kb� c�� Ka� c�� ��� ���� �� �� ���

We now use Theorem ���� to produce a combinatorial model Rf of the manifold M �
We begin by describing a �ltration of the spaces �Ma� b�� By scaling if necessary	 we can
assume that the constant � in the statement of Theorem ��� is �� If �� � Ma� a�� and
�� � Ma�� b�	 then the parameter t � �� �� in the �ow �� �t �� � Ma� b� can be viewed
as a measure of how close this �ow comes to the critical point a�� This interpretation will
become clearer in the proof� Thus the fact that the pairing 	 is a di�eomorphism onto its
image allows us to view the space Ka� b� as the space of �ows that stay at least � away
from all critical points other than a and b in this unde�ned measure��
Next we look at the curves in �Ma� b� which get within distance � of at most one

intermediate critical point� More generally we can �lter the space �Ma� b� by saying that
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a curve in �Ma� b� has �ltration k if it gets within distance less than � of at most k
intermediate critical points� We now make this description precise�
For any ordered sequence a � a�� � � � � al��� of critical points de�ne

Ka� � Ka�� a�� � � � � � Kal� al����

Now de�ne

K���a� b� � Ka� b�
K�k�a� b� �

�
s�a��a�e�a��b�l�a��k

	
�
��� ��l�a� �Ka�

�
�

In the de�nition of K�k�a� b� we interpret 	
�
��� ��l�a� �Ka�� in the case where la� � �	

that is a is the ordered sequence a� b�	 to be Ka� b�� Thus

K�k���a� b� 	 K�k�a� b��

and � is in K�k�a� b� if and only if � can be decomposed as

� � �� �s� � � � �sl �l
where �i � Kai� ai���	 �  si  �	 and l  k�
Notice that

�� �
K�k�a� b� �Ma� b��

��

K�k�a� b� �K�k���a� b� ��
G

s�a��a�e�a��b�l�a��k

��� ��k �Ka��

and from �� it follows that the mapG
s�a��a�e�a��b

��� ��l�a� �Ka� �� �Ma� b�

de�ned by
s�� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� �� �� �s� � � � �sl �l

is onto� Therefore �Ma� b� can be recovered by imposing an equivalence relation on the
above disjoint union� From �� it follows that this equivalence relation is generated by

s�� � � � � si��� �� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� �
s�� � � � � si��� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �i�� �� �i� � � � � �l��

Note that the relations only involve the faces of the cubes ��� ��l�a� which do not contain
the point �� � � � � ��� From this argument we draw the following conclusion�
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Theorem ����
�Ma� b� �

G
a

��� ��l �Ka�� �

The next step is to go from this description of the spaces �Ma� b� to one of the manifold
M � Recall that	 by de�nition	 �Ma� b� consists of continuous curves

� � �fb�� fa�� �M

which satisfy ���� and ��
�� Thus we get a map


 � �fb�� fa�� � �Ma� b��M

whose image is the closure of the space W a� b� 	M �
Let us simplify the notation slightly by writing

Ja � �fea��� fsa���� Ia � ��� ��l�a��

Then the previous observation shows that the mapG
a

Ja � Ia �Ka��M

de�ned by
t� s�� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� �� �� �s� � � � �sl �l�t�

is onto� Once more it is not di�cult to extract the appropriate equivalence relation on the
disjoint union�
De�ne

��
� Rf �
G
a

Ja � Ia �Ka�� �

where the relations � are given by
���� t� s�� � � � � si��� �� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� �

t� s�� � � � � si��� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � ��� � � � � �i�� �� �i� � � � � �l�
and

���� t� s�� � � � � si��� �� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� ��
t� s�� � � � � si��� ��� � � � � �i���� if t � �fai�� fa���
t� si��� � � � � sl� �i��� � � � � �l�� if t � �fal���� fai��

The map 
 respects the equivalence relation � so gives a well de�ned map
Rf ��M�

An elementary analysis now shows that all the identi�cations which can take place are
consequences of ���� and ����� This leads to the following theorem�

Theorem ���� The map

 � Rf �M

is a homeomorphism�
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x� The Classifying space of a Morse function

In this section we continue to assume that f �M � R is a Morse�Smale function� The
goal of this section is to prove the following theorem�

Theorem ���� There is a natural homeomorphism

� � Rf � BCf �

where Rf is as in ��
��

In view of Theorem ���� this shows that BCf is homeomorphic to M �
Recall from ��� that the classifying space of Cf is given by

BCf �
a
a

�l�a���� �Ma�� �

where �n is the standard n�simplex� The identi�cations � are given by the following rules�
If t � �l�a� and x � �Ma�	 then

t� dix�� � �it�� x�

and if t � �l�a��� and x � �Ma� then

t� sj x�� � j t�� x��

Here

�� �i � �n � �n�� is the inclusion of the i�th face�
�� j � �

n�� � �n is the j�th degeneracy	 given by projecting linearly onto the j�th
face�


� di � �Ma�� � � � � al���� �Ma�� � � � � ai��� ai��� � � � � al��� is given by

di��� � � � � �l� �

���
�	
��� � � � � �n� for i � �

��� � � � � �i � �i��� � � � �n� for �  i  l

��� � � � � �l��� for i � l�

�� sj � �Ma�� � � � � al���� �Ma�� � � � � aj � aj � � � � � al��� is given by

sj��� � � � � �l� � ��� � � � �j� �� �j��� � � � � �l�

Recall that Rf is the union of spaces of the form

Ja � Ia �Ka�

where a � a�� � � � � al��� is an ordered sequence of critical points� Recall also that the
spaces Kai��� ai� are homeomorphic to the compacti�ed spaces �Mai��� ai� in such a way
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that the composition in the category corresponds to ��� Thus the construction of Rf is
very similar to that of BCf 	 the main di�erence is that Rf is constructed from the cubes
Ja � Ia whereas BCf is constructed from simplices� The main point in the argument to
prove Theorem 
��� is to show that the equivalence relations used to de�ne Rf can be
imposed in two steps� the �rst step turns the cubes into simplices and the second step
imposes the identi�cations among the simplices that make up BCf �
Proof of ���� First we look at the image of a single cube

Ja � Ia � Ja � Ia � ��� � � � � �l��
where a is the ordered sequence a�� � � � � al���	 in the quotient space Rf � For each i with
�  i  l � � de�ne

ai � a�� � � � ai��� ai��� � � � al���
and a map

�i � Jai � I l�� �� Ja � I l

by the formula

�it� s�� � � � � sl��� �

���
�	
t� �� s�� � � � � sl���� if i � �

t� s�� � � � � si��� �� si� � � � � sl���� for �  i  l

t� s�� � � � � sl��� ��� if i � l � ��

Now consider the spaces
Ja � I l��� �

where we make the following list of identi�cations� If �  i  l	 so that Ja � Jai 	 then


��� t� s�� � � � si��� �� si��� � � � � sl�

�
�
t� s�� � � � � si��� �� s�i��� � � � s�l� if f � �fai�� fa���
t� s��� � � � � s�i��� �� si��� � � � � sl�� if t � �fal��� fai���

if i � �� l � � then


�
�
t� �� s�� � � � � sl� � t� �� s��� � � � s�l� if t � �fa��� fa���

t� s�� � � � � sl��� �� � t� s��� � � � � s�l��� �� if t � �fal��� al���
�nally


���
fal���� s�� � � � � sl� � fal���� s��� � � � � s�l�
fa�� s�� � � � � sl� � fa��� s��� � � � � s�l��

It is straightforward to check that if two points in Ja � Ia are identi�ed then they have
the same image in Rf � So we can construct Rf from the spaces Ja � Ia� �� However
the space Ja � I l� � is naturally homeomorphic to an l � ���simplex	 and using these
homeomorphisms the map �i corresponds to the map �i	 that is the inclusion of the i�
th face� More precisely	 we have the following combinatorial result	 whose veri�cation is
straightforward�
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Lemma ���� There are homeomorphisms

ha � Ja � Ia� � � �l��

which make the following diagrams commute

Ja � Ia� � ha����� �l��

�i

x

 x

�i
Jai � Iai� � �����

hai

�l�

At this stage we have used up the �rst relations ���� in the de�nition ���� of Rf �
Now we impose the relations ���� to get the following result� Once more the proof is
straightforward�

Lemma ���� There is a homeomorphism

Rf
��
G
a

�l�a����Ka�� �

where� in the coordinates for �n given by

�n �

�
s�� � � � � sn� � Rn � �  si  �� and

nX
i��

si  �
�
�

s�� � � � � si��� �� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� ����
�	
s�� � � � sl� ��� � � � � �l� if i � �

s�� � � � � si��� si��� � � � � sl� ��� � � � � �i�� �� �i� � � � �l� if �  i  l � �
s�� � � � � sl��� ��� � � � � �l��� if i � l

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 
���� First we must regard the category Cf
as the category with spaces of morphisms Ka� b� and composition law de�ned by ��� Now
recall that we are assuming that the sequence a is strictly ordered	 that is a � a�� � � � � al���
with ai � ai�� using Smale�s partial ordering� If we now compare the model for Rf given
by Lemma 
��� with the de�nition of BCf we see that the di�erence is that in Lemma

��� we have used the space of non�degenerate simplices rather than the space of all
simplices� Thus using Lemma 
��� we have constructed a map

Rf � BCf �
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Now using the following two properties of Cf
�� the only morphism in Cf from the object a to itself is the identity	
�� if ��� �� � a� b	 ��� �� � b� c are morphisms in Cf such that

�� � �� � �� � ��

then it follows that

�� � ��� �� � ���

one simply veri�es that the map

Rf � BCf �
is a bijection with an obviously continuous inverse� �

We end this section with an illustrative example� Let M be the torusM � S��S�� Let
f � M � R be the height function of the torus which is tilted slightly o� its vertical axis�
That is	 think of the torus standing on the �oor at an angle slightly less than ��� with
the �oor� We cannot use the usual height function on the vertical torus since it does not
satisfy the Morse�Smale transversality condition�� See Diagram 
��� for the �ow de�ned
by the height function on the tilted torus�

Diagram 
���

There are four critical points� a index ��	 b	 c index ��	 and d index ��� As the
�gure shows	 the moduli spaces Ma� b�	 Ma� c�	 Mb� d�	 and Mc� d� each consist of
two distinct points� We denote these �ows by �i	 �i	 �i	 and �i respectively� A point on
the torus not lying on any of these �ows is on a �ow in Ma� d�� The space Ma� d� is
��dimensional� it is the disjoint union of four open intervals� Thus Ka� d� �� �Ma� b� is the
disjoint union of four closed intervals� If the torus is viewed in the usual way as a square
with opposite sides identi�ed	 then the �ow can be drawn as in Diagram 
����
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Diagram 
���

Now consider the simplicial description of the classifying space BCf � The vertices cor�
respond to the objects of the category Cf 	 that is the critical points	 and so there are four
vertices� There is one ��simplex interval� for each morphism �ow line�	 glued to the ver�
tices corresponding to the start and end of the �ow� The points in Ka� d� �� �Ma� d� index
a ��parameter family of ��simplices attached to the vertices labelled a and d� There is a
��simplex for every pair of composable �ows� There are eight such pairs coming from the
four points in each of the product moduli spacesMa� b��Mb� d� andMa� c��Mc� d���
A ��simplex labelled by a pair of �ows	 say �� �� will have its three faces identi�ed with the
��simplices labelled by �	 �	 and ���� respectively� Diagram 
��� illustrates the resulting
decomposition of the classifying space and gives an explicit example of the homeomorphism
between the classifying space of Cf and the underlying manifold M �

Diagram 
���
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x� Relationship with the Morse complex

One of the classical results of Morse theory is that if M is a closed manifold and
f � M � R is a Morse function	 then M is homotopy equivalent to a CW�complex Cf�
with one cell of dimension r for each critical point of index r� The associated cellular chain
complex is the Morse complex

� � � ��� Crf�
��� Cr��f�

��� � � �

where Crf� is the free abelian group generated by the critical points of index r� The
homology of the Morse complex is H�M�� In this section we show how to obtain the
Morse complex from the classifying space BCf � We assume that we have chosen a metric
in M such that the gradient �ow of f satis�es the Morse�Smale transersality condition�

For each integer k � � let Ckf be the full subcategory of Cf whose objects are the critical
points a of f with �a  k� Here	 as in x�	 �a is the index of the critical point a� The term
full means that the space of morphisms between any two objects a and b in the subcategory
Ckf is the same as the space of morphisms in Cf � On the level of classifying spaces we get
a �ltration

BC�f 	 BC�f 	 � � � 	 BCkf 	 BCk��f 	 � � � 	 BCf ��M�

We refer to this �ltration as the index �ltration� The index �ltration gives a spectral
sequence converging to H�M�	 which we refer to as the index spectral sequence�

We use the notation Critr for the set of critical points of f with index r�

Theorem 	���

�� There is a homotopy equivalence

BCkf �BCk��f �


a�Critk

Sk
a �

�� In the index spectral sequence

Er�s
� � Hr�sBCrf � BCr��f � �

� L
Critr

Z if s � �

� if s � ��

and the E� term

� � � d��� Er��
�

d��� Er����
�

d��� � � �
is the Morse complex

� � � ��� Crf�
��� Cr��f�

��� � � � �
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It follows from Theorem ���� that

Er�s
� �

�
HrM� if s � �

� if s � �

and the spectral sequence collapses at E��

To prove Theorem ���� we recall some standard material from Morse theory on how
the function f gives rise to a CW�decomposition of M 	 see ����
Let f �M � R be a Morse function and	 for t � R	 let

M t � f����� t� 	M�

Let c � R be a critical value and let a�� � � � � ak be the critical points with fai� � c� Let
�i be the index of ai� Choose � � � be such that c is the only critical value in the open
interval c � �� c� ��� As in x�	 let W sai� �� Rn��i and Wuai� �� R�i be the stable and
unstable manifolds of ai�

Theorem 	��� The inclusion of the subspace

Mc�� �Wua�� � � � � �Wuak� ��Mc��

is a strong deformation retract�

This theorem allows one to de�ne	 in the obvious way	 a CW�complex Cf� homotopy
equivalent to the manifold M whose cells correspond to the unstable manifolds of the
critical points of f � See ��� for details�
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem ����� Recall that the homeomorphism

BCf ��M is de�ned via two homeomorphisms�

Rf �M� Rf � BCf
where	 see ����	 ���� and ����	

Rf �
G
a

Ja � Ia �Ka�� � �

De�ne the index �ltration of Rf by letting Rk
f be as above except that the union is taken

over sequences a such that
�a�  k

where a� is the starting point sa� of the sequence a� The proof of Lemma 
��� shows
that

Rk
f
�� BCkf �

Thus it is enough to prove Theorem ���� with BCkf replaced by Rk
f � We choose to do this

is because the homeomorphism

 � Rf �M
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is explicitly given� In particular	 the restriction of 
 to Ja � Ia �Ka� is given by


t� s�� � � � � sl� �� � � � � �l� � �� �� � � � �sl �l�t��

Here recall that given the ordered sequence of critical points a � a�� � � � � al��� then
Ja � �fal��� fa����
To make things clearer	 assume that f has exactly one critical point a� of index k� Then

the space Rk
f�Rk��

f is a quotient of

G
s�a��a�

Ja � I l�a� �Ka�

where the disjoint union is taken over all ordered sequences of critical points a with starting
point sa� equal to the critical point a�� In general the disjoint union would be taken over
all sequences that start at any critical point of index k�
The image of this disjoint union	 under 
	 is precisely the set of all points in M that lie

on a piecewise �ow�line which starts at the critical point a�� This is the closure �Wua��
of the unstable manifold of a�� On the other hand	 the point�set� boundary of �Wua�� is
given by

� �Wua�� � �Wua���Wua�� �
�
b

Wub�

where the union is taken over critical points b withMa�� b� �� �� But each such critical
point b must satisfy �b  k � �and so it follows that �Wua�� �Wua�� is in the image of

Rk��
f under 
� Thus we obtain homeomorphisms

Rk
f �Rk��

f
��Wua�� �� Rk

Rk
f�Rk��

f
�� �Wua���� �W

ua�� �� Sk�

This proves the �rst statement of Theorem �����
The d� di�erential in the index spectral sequence is computed by studying the homotopy

class of the attaching map

Sk�� �Rk��
f � Rk��

f �Rk��
f �


Critk��

Sk���

The above identi�cation of the strataRq

f�Rq��
f of the index �ltration ofRf with the union

of the unstable manifolds of the critical points of index q	 together with the procedure for
constructing the CW�complex Cf� from the deformations in Theorem ����	 see ���	 shows
that this attaching map is the relative attaching map in the CW�complex Cf� associated
to the Morse function f � The rest of Theorem ���� now follows�

The index spectral sequence arises from a topological �ltration of M � BCf 	 so we get
corresponding spectral sequences for any generalized� homology theory� However in the
general setting one would not expect the spectral sequence to collapse�
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x� The Gluing Theorem

In this section we discuss the proof of Theorem ����� So as in the statement of that
theorem we will assume throughout this section that f �M � R is a Morse�Smale function
on a closed Riemannian manifold M �
As discussed in x�	 this theorem describes the ends of the moduli spaceMa� b� in terms

of piecewise �ow lines� Of course this description is classical and essentially follows from
the transitivity property proved by Smale in ���� This property says that if a	 b	 and c are
critical points with a � b and b � c	 then a � c� That is	 if there is a �ow from a to b	 and
one from b to c	 then there is a �ow from a to c� Indeed it was shown in ��� that there is
a �ow from a to c which comes arbitrarily close to the piecewise �ow determined by the
�ows from a to b and from b to c� More precisely it was shown in ��� that the closure of
the space W a� b� of points lying on �ows between a and b is given by

�W a� b� �
�

a�����b

W �� ���

This result can certainly be used to describe the ends of the moduli space Ma� b��
However for our purposes	 we need something stronger	 the existence of a pairing

	 � �� �� �Ma� a���Ma�� b��Ma� b�� t� ��� ��� �� �� �t ��
that satis�es properties ����� of Theorem ����� A particularly important property is the
associative property ��	

�� �s ��� �t �� � �� �s �� �t ����

We outline a proof of this theorem� full details are to be found in ���� There are two main
steps	 the �rst is to establish the existence of local di�eomorphisms 	 and the second that
they can be chosen to satisfy the associativity condition� The existence of the di�eomor�
phisms 	 � �� �� �Ma� b� �Mb� c� � Ma� c� follows from an analysis of the space of
�ow linesMa� c� that pass near the intermediate critical point b� This is established using
the following two lemmas both of which are proved by arguments similar to those in ���
involving the Morse Lemma	 the Unstable Manifold Theorem	 and standard transversality
arguments�

Let p be a critical point of f having index �p and let a and b be critical points with
a � p � b� Let c � fp� be the corresponding critical value� The �rst lemma describes the
structure of Wua� and W sb� in a neighbourhood of p and the second lemma re�nes this
to describe the local structure of the moduli space�

Lemma ���� There exists a neighborhood V p� of p in M � a real number � � � and
natural di
eomorphisms

Wua� � V p�� � f��c� �� ��Ma� p� �R��p�

W sb� � V p�� � f��c� �� �� Rn���p��Mp� b��
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Let V p� and � � � be as in the Lemma ����� Let V�p� be the complement of the axes
i�e the stable and unstable manifolds of p� in V p�	

V�p� � V p� � Wup� �W sp�� �� V p� �
�
D��p��� � f�g � f�g �Dn���p���

�
�

Now for ��  t  �	 let V t
� p� � V�p�� f��t�� Similarly letMta� b� �W a� b�� f��t��

The next result describes Mta� b� � V p�� This is the part of the moduli space Ma� b�
that comes close to the critical point p� Notice that this intersection equals Mta� b� �
V�p� � W a� b� � V t

� p�� In this lemma we view the moduli spacesMa� p� andMp� b�
as submanifolds of the spheres S�p�� and Sn��p�� respectively	 and let clMa� p�� and
clMp� b�� be their closures�

Lemma ���� There is a natural embedding

M�a� b� � V p� �� S�p�� � Sn��p�� � ���
p
��

whose point�set boundary is given by clMa� p�� � clMp� b�� � �� Moreover there is a
subneighborhood Np� 	 V p� of p in M � an � � �� and a di
eomorphism

clMa� p�� � clMp� b�� � ��� �� ���� clM�a� b� �Np��

that extends the inclusion of the boundary clMa� p�� � clMp� b�� � ��
We now discuss how this lemma is used to prove Theorem ����� Lemma ���� allows

us to �nd an � � � and embeddings

	 �Ma� a�� � � � � �Mam� b� � �� ���Ma� b��

This can be done for any sequence of critical points a � a� � � � � � am � b� We will show
that these embeddings can be chosen to satisfy the associativity property �� in Theorem
���� below� In any case the existence of these embeddings however they are chosen�
allows us to verify the remainder of Theorem ���� as follows�

The fact that Ma� b� ��
S
��� ��l � Ma� is homeomorphic to the space �Ma� b� of

piecewise �ow lines follows immediately from Lemma �����
De�ne Ka� b� as in statement 
� of Theorem ����� The fact that �Ma� b� and Ka� b�

are homeomorphic also follows from Lemma ����� To obtainKa� b� we must remove spaces
of the form Ma� b� � Np� from Ma� b�	 where p is an intermediate point	 a � p � b�
Now assume the neighborhood Np� is a ball of radius � � � about p	 and let Bp� be a
concentric ball of of radius �� � � with closure �Bp�� By Lemma ����

Ma� b� � Np� �Bp�� ��Ma� p� �Mp� b� � ���� ��
and so

Ma� b� �Np� ��Ma� b� �Bp�

� Ma� b� �Np�� � Ma� b� � Np� �Bp���

�� �Ma� b� � �Bp�
� ��Ma� p� �Mp� b� � ���� ��

��Ma� b� ��Ma� p� �Mp� b� � ��� ���
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These homeomorphisms give the homeomorphism between Ka� b� and �Ma� b��
The fact that Ka� b� is compact follows from the the fact it can be identi�ed with
�Ma� b�	 the space of piecewise �ow lines from a to b	 which is a compact subspace of
Map�fb�� fa���M ��

We are done with the proof of Theorem ���� except for associativity� We need to choose
the embeddings

	 � �� �� �Ma� p� �Mp� b� ��Ma� b�

t� ��� ��� �� �� �t ��

so that they satisfy the required associativity law

�� �s �t� �t �� � �� �s �t �t ����

To prove that such embeddings exist we use induction on the relative index �a� b� �
�a � �b	 or equivalently the dimension of the moduli space Ma� b�� So assume that
the appropriate associative embeddings have been constructed for all moduli spaces of
dimension � m � dimMa� b��� For a set of critical points a�� � � � � ak with a � a� � � � � �
ak � b letMa� b�a��			 �ak 	Ma� b� be those �ows that pass through all the neighborhoods
Na��� � � � �Nak� occuring in Lemma ����� Notice that Ma� b�p �Ma� b� � Np� and
so Lemma ����

Ma� b�a��			 �ak ��Ma� a��� � � � �Mak� b� � �� ��k�

For a critical point p with a � p � b we will construct homeomorphisms

	 � 	p �Ma� p� �Mp� b� � �� ���Ma� b�p

so that the appropriate associativity rules hold� Actually we will construct them on the
level of compacti�cations

	p � �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � ��� ��� �Ma� b�p�

Assume that for critical points q with p � q � b the homeomorphisms

	q � �Ma� q� � �Mq� b� � ��� �� ���� �Ma� b�q

have been de�ned so that

	qx� 	ry� z� s�� t� � 	r	qx� y� t�� z� s� � Ma� b�q�r

whenever q � r � b� This inductive assumption forces the de�nition of 	p when restricted
to �

�Ma� p� � �� �Mp� b�� � ��� ��� � � �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � ��
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where �� �Mp� b��� is a collar of the point�set� boundary � �Mp� b� � �Mp� b��Mp� b��
By the inductive assumptions	 we have already chosen a homeomorphism

	 �
�
Ma�� ��� ��l ���� �� �Mp� b��

where the union is taken over all ordered sequences of critical points a of length l � �
having sa� � p and ea� � b�
On this subspace 	p is de�ned as follows� On the space �Ma� p�� �Mp� b��f�g	 	p is the

inclusion of the boundary of the embeddingMa� b� �Np� �� S�p���Sn��p�� � ���p��
given in Lemma ����� On an element

x� y� t� � �Ma� p� � �� �Mp� b�� � ��� ��

	px� y� t� is de�ned as follows� Since y � �� �Mp� b��	 y can be expressed in the form y �
	qu� v� s� for some critical point q with p � q � b and u� v� s� � �Mp� q�� �Mq� b�� ��� ���
We then de�ne

��
� 	px� y� t� � 	q	px� u� t�� v� s��

This makes sense because the right hand side has already been de�ned by the inductive
assumptions� Moreover by the associativity properties in the inductive assumptions this
de�nition is independent of how y � �� �Mp� b�� is represented in the image of a 	 map�
Notice that the de�nition in ��
� is forced upon us in order to satisfy the associativity
property�
We therefore have a well de�ned embedding

���� 	p �
�
�Ma� p� � �� �Mp� b�� � ��� ��� � � �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � f�g� �� �Ma� b�p�

Let
	p � �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � ��� �� ���� �Ma� b�p

be any homeomorphism that extends the embedding ����� Recall that as observed before
lemma ��� implies that �Ma� b�p is di�eomorphic to �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � ��� ���� The
existence of such a homeomorphism is equivalent to the existence of a self�homeomorphism
of �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � ��� �� that extends the identity on �Ma� p� � �Mp� b� � f�g and a
particular given level preserving homeomorphism on �Ma� p� � �� �Mp� b�� � ��� ��� By
using a standard collaring argument it is easy to see that such a self homeomorphism
exists�
Notice that by ��
� the de�nition of 	p satis�es the inductive assumptions and so the

proof of Theorem ����is complete�
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x� The classifying space of a Morse function

The goal of this section is to prove the second part of the main theorem which is restated
as follows�

Theorem ���� LetM be a closed Riemannian manifold and f �M � R a Morse function�
Then there is a homotopy equivalence BCf �M �

Note that in this theorem we are not assuming that f satis�es the Morse�Smale transver�
sality condition� The proof uses only general constructions with categories and classifying
spaces� Thus it is independent of the previous sections	 in particular of the glueing theorem
in x��
Let C be a small category� Following ��� de�ne a subdivision of C	 sdC� as follows�

Objects� The objects of sdC� are the morphisms in C�
Morphisms� Let �� � a� � b� and �� � a� � b� be objects in sdC�� A morphism from
�� � �� consists of a pair of morphisms in C

� � a� � a�� � � b� � b�

such that the following diagram commutes

a�
	������ b�

�



y x

�
a� �����

	�

b��

The composition law is the natural one�
Thus in the case of Cf there is a nontrivial morphism between two piecewise �ow lines	

�� and ��	 if �� can be written in the form

�� � � � �� � ��

If such a decomposition exists it is unique and so if there is a morphism in sdCf � from ��
to �� then it is unique�
The following lemma is proved in ����

Lemma ���� There is a natural homotopy equivalence

BC � B sdC��

For technical reasons we need to enlarge the category sdCf �� De�ne �sdCf � as follows�
Objects� The objects of �sdCf � are pairs �� x� where � is a piecewise �ow line and x is
a point on ��
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Morphisms� There are no morphisms from ��� x�� to ��� x�� unless x� � x�� If x� � x�
then the morphisms from ��� x�� to ��� x�� are the same as the morphisms from �� to ��
in the category sdCf ��
There is an obvious functor

 � �sdCf �� sdCf �

given by forgeting the preferred point� This functor induces a map of classifying spaces

B � B �sdCf �� B sdCf ��

Lemma ���� The map B � B �sdCf �� B sdCf � is a homotopy equivalence�

Proof� The map induced by the forgetful functor  on the space of chains of composable
morphisms of length n is a �bration with contractible �bres and therefore a homotopy
equivalence� Standard machinery from the theory of simplicial spaces now shows that B 
is a homotopy equivalence� �

!From the manifold M construct a category M whose objects are the points of M and
whose morphisms consist only of the identity maps� Thus there are no morphisms in M
from x to y if x �� y� It is clear from the construction of the classifying space that

BM �M�

There is a functor " � �sdCf ��M de�ned by sending �� x� to x and this induces a map
of classifying spaces

B" � B �sdCf �� BM �M�

In view of Lemma ��
�	 to prove Theorem ���� it su�ces to show that this map is a
homotopy equivalence� To do this we will construct an explicit homotopy inverse� As in
x�	 given x �M let �x to be the �ow line through x� Then the assignment

x 
� �x� x�

de�nes a functor
# �M � �sdCf ��

Theorem ��	� The induced maps

B" � B �sdCf �� BM �M� B# �M � BM � B �sdCf �

are inverse homotopy equivalences�

Proof� It is obvious that " � # is the identity functor of M � To prove that the composite
B# �B" is homotopic to the identity map of B �sdCf � it is su�cient	 by ���	 we construct
a natural transformation from the identity functor to the composite # �"�
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The composite # � " sends the object �� x� to �x� x� and it sends every morphism to
the identity morphism� Since x is a point on � it follows that the �ow line �x is a segment
of the piecewise �ow line �� Therefore there is a unique decomposition of � as

� � � � �x � �

where � and � are piecewise �ow lines� Note that if x is a crtitical point of f then x is
a �xed point of the �ow and the above equation simply means that e�� � s�� � x and
� � � � �� The pair �� �� give a morphism

�� �� � �� x�� �x� x�

in the category �sdCf � and we de�ne

N �� x� � �� �� � �� x�� �x� x��

We now check that N gives a natural transformation of the identity functor to the functor
# �"� To do this suppose that �� �� � ��� x�� � ��� x�� is a morphism in �sdCf �� Then
it must follow that

�� � � � �� � �� x� � x��

Let us write x for the point x� � x�� Then as above we get unique decompositions

�� � �� � �x � ��� �� � �� � �x � ���

Therefore it follows that

�� � �� � �x � �� � � � �� � �x � �� � ��

By uniqueness it follows that �� � � � ��	 �� � �� � � and therefore

N ��� x�� � ��� ���
� � � ��� �� � ��
� �� �� � N ��� x���

Since the functor # � " sends every morphism to the identitiy morphism the following
diagram commutes

��� x��
���������� ��� x��

N �
��x��



y 

yN �
��x��

#"��� x��� �������
��	������

#"��� x����

Thus N is indeed a natural transformation from the identity functor to # � " and so the
composite B# �B" is homotopic to the identity�
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